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Franchise Partner Profiler

Profilee Status: I am the person being profiled Date: 1/Mar/21

Profilee Name: sample Includes Clone Scores: Yes

Profilee Email: sample Customer Name: sample

Current Role: sample Invoice: Sample

New Role: sample Item: sample

FRANCHISEE COMPARISON SCORE 80.00%

Franchise Applicant Scores compared with Successful Franchiees' scores

Note: Results of less than 70% of Critical (7 of 10) & Important (14 of 20) trait matches is a flag for concern.

Of 10 CRITICAL  Traits: 9 are similar to CRITICAL cloned franchisee trait scores.

Of 20 IMPORTANT  Traits: 14 are similar to IMPORTANT cloned franchisee trait scores.

Of 8 DESIREABLE Traits: 4 are similar to DESIREABLE franchisee cloned trait scores.

Out of 38 traits in total: 27 of the applicant's results are similar to cloned franchisee trait scores.

ADJUSTMENT for TYPE 1 TRAITS* -10.00%
*Emotionally charged habits that are difficult to change
Of 10 CRITICAL  Traits: 0 are 'Type 1' trait results indicating limiting or hard to shift habits
Of 20 IMPORTANT  Traits: 2 are 'Type 1' trait results indicating limiting or hard to shift habits

Of 8 DESIREABLE Traits: 0 are 'Type 1' trait results indicating limiting or hard to shift habits

Type 1 Traits & Trait Category If no traits appear below you have no traits of this type.

●COMPASSION/Self-Aware ● COURAGE - Self-Aware  

ADJUSTED COMPARISON SCORE 70.00%
Caution: Results of less than 60% Adjusted Comparison Score is a flag for concern.

Full explanation of scoring found in accompanying article, 'Using Franchisee Comparison Reports'.

FRANCHISEE APPLICANT COMPARISON REPORT - compared to existing franchisees.
 NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED     HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL     DIAGNOSTIC REPORT ONLY

IMPORTANT NOTE TO FIRST TIME USERS
WARNING - Resist the temptation to assume you know intuitively how to interpret this report. Until you have 
read and understood the full instructions provided in the attached document, 'Using Franchisee Comparison 
Reports' you will miss the full value of this report. You are invited to contact our office using the Contact 
request form on our website at www.profilersystems.com/contact.html for a walkthrough demonstration of 

the power of this tool for franchisee selection.

PROFILER SYSTEMS.COM
Experience the perfect match of attitude to role
Book a Demo to Start a Free Trial
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Franchise Partner Profiler

SECTION 1: BAR GRAPHS

GRAPH 1. COMPARING TRAITS OF APPLICANT TO EXISTING FRANCHISEES BY CATEGORY

GRAPH 2. SHOWING TRAITS 'CRITICAL' TO SUCCESS IN A FRANCHISEE

Note 1: Critical traits must be in 'OK' or 'HIGH' baselines unless clone scores are also 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH".

Note 2: If applicants score 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' then Section 2 analysis (after charts) will be needed.

Note 3: 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' scores do not always indicate inability but may require training or practice.
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Franchise Partner Profiler

GRAPH 3. SHOWING TRAITS 'IMPORTANT' TO SUCCESS IN A FRANCHISEE

Note 1: Important traits must be in 'OK' or 'HIGH' baselines unless clone scores are 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH".

Note 2: If applicants score 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' then Section 2 analysis (below charts) will be needed.

Note 3: 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' scores do not always indicate inability but may require training or practice.
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Franchise Partner Profiler

GRAPH 4. SHOWING TRAITS 'DESIRABLE' TO SUCCESS IN A FRANCHISEE

Note 1: Desirable traits must be in 'OK' or 'HIGH' baselines unless clone scores are 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH".

Note 2: If applicants score 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' then Section 2 analysis (below charts) may be needed.

Note 3: 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' scores do not always indicate inability but may require training or practice.
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Franchise Partner Profiler

SECTION 2: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
TRAITS, DEFINITIONS, COMMENTS and PROFILEE RESULTS plus Clone Comparisons

Includes Investigation Questions for Face to Face Interviews & Referees
Note: Individual trait comments below are only possible interpretations of the respondent's trait results.

Note: 'Result Type 1' trait scores are very difficult to correct with just education or training.

2a. CRITICAL TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

Positivity How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Are you happy with your recent results? The balance of your positive versus negative thoughts

concerning everything going on in your life right now (see Creativity & Thoroughness).
Result Type 0 OK. Generally happy, feels good about the future, clear goals.
Cloned Result High Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Do you think of him/ her as being consistently positive and generally fulfilled?
Interview Q2. Are you are generally satisfied with events in your life? Why?

Sincerity How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition To do with your approach and actions. Consistency of your reputation, mannerisms, words and

results. Are others convinced or skeptical of exaggerations or omissions (see Persuasive)?
Result Type 2 High. Always be accurate, don't fail to influence by exagerating.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they always seem to know what they were talking about?
Interview Q2. What have you done when someone didn't take something important you said seriously?

Cooperation How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Expresses ideas and opinions respectfully. Identifies others wants/ needs. Collaborates. Asks

questions to clarify and demonstrate self as an ally. Stopping self to ask what others want.
Result Type 2 Too High. Be aware when others are sensitive, control any aggressive speech/ body language.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were there times when he/she reacted aggressively rather than working things out calmly?
Interview Q2. Tell us about a time when you got someone to do something they didn't want to do at first?

Trustworthiness How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Working with or without oversight/ support. Good working alone or best in a team? Do you

need watching or regular guidance to keep working?
Result Type 2 High. Careful you don't just take over, learn to train, delegate, ask and rely on others.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they sometimes just take over and do it all their way (see Availability)?
Interview Q2. What would you do if your workload became excessive (listen for delegate, ask for help, etc)?

Resilience How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition When you measure productivity and efficiency (time, cost and quality) against targets.

Performance management and moderation as a habit (see Orderliness).
Result Type 2 High. Make incremental measurements more often. Ensure you are in fact doing your best.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. If there were periodic targets to achieve how often was his/ her actual results measured?
Interview Q2. How often would you measure your performance against targets. Explain the process?

Enthusiasm How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition The energy levels and enthusiasm you feel and then apply to get jobs done. Are you stopped

or become undecided or confused by other's resistance, opposition or negativity?
Result Type 4 Low. If you feel stuck or demotivated, set a new strategy, start again, change something.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were there times you noticed or heard that they had lost interest in their job?
Interview Q2. What do you do so that setbacks and delays don't reduce your motivation or enthusiasm?
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Franchise Partner Profiler

2a. CRITICAL TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS (con't)

Thriftiness How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Understanding and applying the rules of managing a resource (e.g. time, money) so that it

appreciates in value. Creating and using resource management systems (see Orderliness).
Result Type 0 OK. Usually good with resources or finances.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did he/ she manage finances well even during unexpected cost increases?
Interview Q2. What is the first thing you would do if your costs increased unexpectedly?

Determination How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Persisting with a plan or purpose in spite of opposition or setbacks. Not getting discouraged or 

distracted or giving in to others.
Result Type 0 OK. You are determined to succeed and do not allow others to distract you.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. What evidence have you seen that he/ she will do what they say?
Interview Q2. Have you ever paid the price for facing opposition and doing the right thing?

Conversation How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Notice the affect of your presentations. Does it encourage or discourage communication? Are

you seen and heard as a credible person? If giving instructions do you look for agreement?
Result Type 0 OK. Sometimes outgoing but sees the effect your attention getting has on others.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Was his/ her talking to others generally productive and necessary?
Interview Q2. What are the main benefits of informal and casual conversations on the job?

Persuasiveness How important is this trait?   Critical 
Definition Handling others based on awareness of their values and motivations (see Tolerance, Cooperation

Generosity). Thinking about the opportunities presented by understanding others.
Result Type 0 OK. Usually persuasive, believable, assuring, influencing.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. What can you say about their ability to influence or persuade others?
Interview Q2. What methods do you use to ensure the cooperation and support of others?

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

CRITICAL traits rated as 'OK' or 'HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have no OK or HIGH rated CRITICAL traits.

CRITICAL traits rated as 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have all 'OK' or "HIGH' rated CRITICAL traits.

[See next page for continuation of report - Important Traits]

●POSITIVITY/Results ●COOPERATION/Self-Aware ●SINCERITY/Self-Aware ●THRIFTINESS/Management 

●RESILIENCE/Management ●TRUSTWORTHINESS/Management  ●DETERMINATION/Leadership 

●PERSUASIVE/Communication ●CONVERSATION/Communication 

●ENTHUSIASM/Management 
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Franchise Partner Profiler

2b. IMPORTANT TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

Discipline How important is this trait?  Important 
Definition Being constantly aware of the consequences of your thoughts, emotions and actions on your

results. Managing yourself intentionally (see (see Alertness & Tolerance)?
Result Type 5 High. Counter productively uptight. Be as 'real' as possible, loosen up a little more, relax.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Do you think they were relaxed and comfortable in their role most of the time?
Interview Q2. How do you stop yourself over-reacting to embarrassing situations? Give an example.

Creativity How important is this trait?   Important     
Definition Measuring, analyzing and tracking your performance in order to improve results. Where is the

proof of your results?
Result Type 2 High. Time to measure real achievements, evaluate activity and production for improvements.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were they typically achieving targets and then setting themselves new goals as they went?
Interview Q2. Give a recent detailed example of how you determined that you were achieving optimum results?

Thoroughness How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Consistently creating realities from your thoughts and plans by doing what is needed. Do you

turn ideas into plans, plans into actions and actions into results?
Result Type 0 OK. Constant standards/ goals, self determined, acts long term.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Would you agree that he/she was good at overcoming obstacles in order to get results?
Interview Q2. When you have unexpected challenges at work how do you normally respond? 

Dependability How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Active contribution of thoughts, words and actions in order to achieve goals. Being present

and effectively and appropriately involved (see Determination, Responsibility & Trustworthiness)?
Result Type 3 Low. You may need to take more initiatives, try new  things, express yourself creatively.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they tend to be conservative and keep to themselves and their own concerns?
Interview Q2. Give several examples of when you took an initiative or were one of the first to make changes.

Tolerance How important is this trait?  Important 
Definition How you observe and relate to other's feelings. Do you relate, react or are you unresponsive?

Knowing how that matters to communication and how to adjust your behaviors accordingly?
Result Type 0 OK. Usually kind, concerned, sees others boundaries and limitations.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were they in the habit of considering the feelings of others?
Interview Q2. Describe how you ensure that your coworker's feelings are respected.

Flexibility How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Growth and development. Integration of new information and perspectives. Pays attention to

understand and integrate. Are you missing stuff? Are you biased? (see Initiative & Alertness)
Result Type 0 OK.  Balanced perspective, discriminating, positive, opportunistic, enquiring.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they follow advice or get too easily influenced without checking the facts themselves?
Interview Q2. Did you or others notice them taking advice or being too easily influenced without checking facts?

Compassion How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Your decision making style when stressed or tired. Are you emotional or logical? If emotional

what makes you react (see Discernment)? If logical are you too hard? Emotional intelliegence.
Result Type 1 Low. If you feel emotional remember you may misjudge people or meanings - get the facts.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were there any situations where they reacted emotionally and made matters worse?

Interview Q2. Tell us how you'd resolve an issue with someone that had really upset you?
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Franchise Partner Profiler

2b. 'IMPORTANT' TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS (con't)

Cautiousness How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Actions based on the relative importance of probable events. Getting ready for what's coming.

Are you paranoid and over-prepared for risks or unorganized and missing opportunities?
Result Type 0 OK. Usually responds appropriately when challenged and makes adjustments.
Cloned Result High Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Did you or others ever notice if they were underprepared for, or poorly informed about issues?

Interview Q2. What are your thoughts about preparing for unlikely or unexpected problems or challenges?

Courage How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Projecting an aura of confidence and certainty appropriate to your abilities. Do you present the

right impressions (see Self Control)? Do you let others know you need help?

Result Type 1 Low. You should probably look around and do some re-prioritising so confidence will increase.

Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. What would they do or say if they were unable to complete a particular task on time?

Interview Q2. How would you explain to others that you were falling behind in your work?

Generosity How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition The value of what you give in exchange to others, compared to their expectations. Your

good intentions, attention and retention of value exchanges. Knowing what others really want?
Result Type 0 OK. Usually recognises what satisfies people's expectations and moderates processes accordingly.
Cloned Result High Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. How satisfied were others with their efforts? Did they get repeated complaints?
Interview Q2. What do you do when you get complaints about your actions or efforts?

Sales Skills How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Customer focused, investigation and questioning of customers (see Persuasive, Alertness &

Initiative). Changing tactics and intentionally modifying and adjusting the flow of a sale.
Result Type N/A Low. You may get improved results by learning the psychology and stages of a sale.

Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.
Referee Q1. Would you say they had studied and become expert at sales theory?

Interview Q2. List several stages of a sale and identify which one you find most challenging.

Decisiveness How important is this trait?  Important 
Definition Minimal indecision and confusion. Accessing the facts promptly rather than a biased opinion.

Pro-active in unstable and changing environments resulting in understanding and preparation.
Result Type 0 OK. Informed and balanced decisions, promptly considers alternatives, costs & benefits.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were there ever any problems due to them making uninformed decisions too quickly?
Interview Q2. Explain the importance of having a comparative decision making system in place.

Initiative How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Considers and applies resourceful solutions to challenges in a prompt and appropriate way. 

Afraid of making mistakes or are you reacting from habit (see Thoroughness & Resilience)?
Result Type 5 High. Are you still getting results? Evaluate efforts or try another method.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they make any changes that improved overall results (see Results)?
Interview Q2. Tell us what you do to make certain that your best ideas and solutions are implemented?

Orderliness How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Measuring how well your systems work and upgrading them to optimize results.

How often we inspect and modify our methods. Are you old fashioned or a risky trendsetter?
Result Type 0 OK. Usually efficient and organised. May delay system changes if preoccupied.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did they manage and maintain effective systems to get the job done (see Diligence)?
Interview Q2. Looking back, what changes would you have made to the systems you recently worked with?
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2b. 'IMPORTANT' TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS (con't)

Diligence How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition The appropriate timing and attention to every task. Not avoiding it or hiding in it.

Prioritizing. Knowing the time and place for e.g admin.
Result Type 2 Too High. Think about prioritising rather than spending time on admin when things get busy.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Did he/she ever tend to focus on administration tasks instead of doing more important things?
Interview Q2. If a job included a periodic admin task what priority would you give it?

Loyalty How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Your attention on work related priorities versus personal ones. Leaving personal problems and

challenges at home (see Thoroughness, Endurance, Positivity, Availability).
Result Type 2 Too High. Focuses on work. Blindspots in other areas. Expect unforeseen challenges in those areas.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Has he/ she had to take sick or personal leave due to unexpected events outside work?
Interview Q2. What are your current top 10 goals (are they mostly work/ career)?

Forgiveness How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition How our approach to positive alternatives determines successful outcomes.

The affect on imagination and intuition of how we consider the pros and cons of options.
Result Type 0 OK. Starts with goals. Works back from the solution then handles the challenges.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Describe their ability to strategise. How positive or negative would you characterise their thinking?
Interview Q2. Describe the process you use to choose from alternatives when problem solving.

Friendliness How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Make an effort to establish connections with others. Showing respect by understanding

and clarify instructions, meanings and opinions of others. Maintaining rapport at all times.
Result Type 0 OK. You present yourself to others as approachable, interested and ready to engage.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. How would you describe the rapport they developed with others on the job?
Interview Q2. How do you make sure that new aquaintances have rapport with you?

Respect How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Observing how far you can go with each person you deal with. Adjusting your actions to suit.

Seeking the 'go ahead'/ agreement before proceeding. Fine tuning how you handle individuals.

Result Type 0 OK. Deals with people respectfully, courteous, well mannered.
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were they ever disrespectful or discourteous to you or someone else?
Interview Q2. Tell us about respecting people's boundaries? Give examples of how you do that?

Empathic How important is this trait?   Important 
Definition Observe patterns and see connections in order to moderate your approach and get results.

Do you add meaning and fantasize, correctly assess situations or remain partly confused?
Result Type 0 OK. Usually sees people and situations accurately, understands motivations
Cloned Result OK Existing workers have well balanced trait results.

Referee Q1. Were there times when they seemed to misunderstand or misread situations?
Interview Q2. What experience have you had with people who always complain about not being understood?
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SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

IMPORTANT traits rated as 'OK' or 'HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have no OK or HIGH rated IMPORTANT traits.

IMPORTANT traits rated as 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have all 'OK' or "HIGH' rated IMPORTANT traits.

2c. 'DESIRABLE' TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

Alertness How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition Observing what is going on relevant to your best interests. Analyzing events and people. Do

you map out your circumstances? Ignorant bliss versus insightful observation.
Result Type 4 Low. If in doubt get understanding how things work to reduce risk and vulnerabilities.

Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.
Referee Q1. Were they curious about issues and decisions made in order to offer suggestions?

Interview Q2. What feedback do you use to ensure that what you do is relevant and effective?

Sales Aptitude How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition Combining your skills, attitudes and habits to predict the outcome of a complex sales process.

Being the person satisfied customers would want to buy from again and recommend to others.
Result Type N/A OK. You would enjoy sales and be open to develop greater capabilities.

Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.
Referee Q1. Was it apparent that he/ she is a natural born salesperson?

Interview Q2. Would you agree that you really are a natural born salesperson?

Sales Attitudes How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition Relates to what is believed to be true about selling and can predict behaviors in a sale.

Compares your opinions and attitudes towards selling with those of effective salespeople.
Result Type N/A OK. You have a strong bias towards sales.

Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.
Referee Q1. Did you notice whether they enjoyed overcoming resistance when selling?

Interview Q2. What is it that you most enjoy about selling?.

Endurance How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition Ability to shift from small detail to big picture and back again without confusion or delay.

Do you get easily distracted? Are you intentionally single minded or just have 'tunnel vision'?

Result Type 0 OK. Focussed, understands priorities, intentional, not easily distracted (see Thoroughness).
Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Do they get distracted or off target from time to time?
Interview Q2. Describe how you handle conflicting priorities or unexpected interuptions. 

●CREATIVITY/Results ●THOROUGHNESS/Results ●DISCIPLINE/Results ● TOLERANCE - Self-Aware 

●CAUTIOUSNESS/Self-Aware ●FLEXIBILITY/Self-Aware ●GENEROSITY/Service 

●DECISIVENESS/Management ●INITIATIVE/Management ●ORDERLINESS/Management  

●FORGIVENESS/Leadership ●RESPECT/Communication ●FRIENDLY/Communication 

●EMPATHIC/Communication 

●DEPENDABILITY/Results ●COMPASSION/Self-Aware ● COURAGE - Self-Aware  ●SALES 

SKILLS/Sales●DILIGENCE/Management ●LOYALTY/Leadership 
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2c. 'DESIRABLE' TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS (con't)

Availability How important is this trait?  Desirable 
Definition Understanding and applying the principles of good teamwork to get results. Are you 'working'

the team to improve overall results or are you 'using' the team to your personal advantage?
Result Type 2 Too High. Great team member. Now become a leader/independent. Take on projects yourself.
Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Describe their role in the team. Was their performance measured independent from the others?
Interview Q2. Provide some examples of how to motivate and empower team members.

Honesty How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition How you share information, especially how comfortable you feel when doing it. Giving criticism

or negative reports responsibly and promptly. Not withholding.
Result Type 4 Low. You may feel better giving bad news by seeing how others do that (see Persuasive).
Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Did they sometimes avoid giving others bad news or put off having to disappoint others?
Interview Q2. Describe some strategies you use when what you need to say will disappoint/ upset someone.

Responsibility How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition Accept responsibility for results when they are not completely in your control. Using resources

at your disposal as well as attempting to access those in other's control to influence outcomes.
Result Type 0 OK. You see yourself as cause in your life, feel you have the controls.
Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Did they initiate discussions with others to sort out problems further up or down the line?
Interview Q2. Give an example of when you took charge of a situation that was going out of control.

Attentiveness How important is this trait?   Desirable 
Definition The degree and way you pay attention. Provide feedback and ask questions even if you don’t

agree.  Are you sometimes not paying attention or not responding?
Result Type 5 High. Don't hold back, get facts, form own opionion/ seek own counsel.
Cloned Result Low Existing workers may benefit from training/ coaching accountability or support.

Referee Q1. Would they offer their own opinions or argue if they disagreed with a point?
Interview Q2. How would you deal with a strongly opinionated person during a disagreement?

SUMMARY OF DESIREABLE TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS

DESIRABLE traits rated as 'OK' or 'HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have no OK or HIGH rated DESIRABLE  traits.

DESIRABLE traits rated as 'LOW' or 'TOO HIGH' in applicant results (listed as 'TRAIT/Category').

If no traits appear below you have all 'OK' or "HIGH' rated DESIRABLE  traits.

[End of Trait Interpretations and Report. See appended document - 'Improving Profile Results']

For detailed recommendations and a summary of management support needs - purchase an Expert Report for $99.

To leverage profile results for performance improvement purchase a debriefing session for $399.

●ALERTNESS/Results ●SALES ATTITUDES/Sales●HONESTY/Leadership ●AVAILABILITY/Leadership 

●SALES APTITUDE/Sales●ENDURANCE/Management ●RESPONSIBILITY/Leadership 

●ATTENTIVENESS/Communication 
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